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If there’s a positive(ish) outcome from the last few months, it’s that the we grown to be capable of far 
more than we would have thought required and/or possible. Our talents have proven multifaceted 
and adaptable to great change. While it might feel tiresome,  it’s important to look at this from a 
positive perspective. 

We have proven our resilience, resourcefulness and creativity, and for those who thought that 
perhaps their ‘pivots’ were a temporary solution, it’s time to put these attributes into long-term 
consideration. Distillers making sanitisers, Michelin restaurants doing takeaway, Online cooking 
masterclasses in home kitchens,, pop-up groceries in bars, and staff meals being converted into 
takeaway options. If you can, and you should, why wouldn’t you?

These are jobs that nobody signed up for, that we’ve had to do out of necessity rather than passion. 
But we can also look at them as a positive opportunity, of ways we can expand our ideas, our 
businesses and our teams.

In the following slides, the Worksmith team explores options for opportunity to diversify 
revenues streams, for you and your team.
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The opportunity for diners to access the same quality of fresh produce as their favourite restaurants has been taken 
up with gusto, and with good reason. Perhaps one of the best options for diversifying revenue (especially if it’s not 
viable to open your doors for service yet), opening your space as a grocery doesn’t require delivery fees, commission 
outtakes, or planning for the end-recipient.

As well as not needing to outsource labour, putting together a produce boxes or opening a pop-up grocer is also a 
brilliant way to support your producers and suppliers, and strengthen relationships in a time when it’s needed most. 

If you have a product being stocked outside of your own business, maintaining those stockists could be a sure-fire 
way to diversify your revenue. If it brings in additional cash flow to your business, is easy to execute, and the margins 
are decent, it’s a no-brainer. 

What you need to consider? 
- Seasonality and produce: Source responsibly, and make note of what’s selling and what moves a little slower.
- Short and long-term budgets: There are still a multitude of government announcements to come that will affect 

how our business runs
- Subscriptions: Subscriptions are a great way to secure repeat customers, but make sure that (just like your 

in-house regulars) you continue to give them a reason to subscribe. Whether that’s a handwritten note, a recipe 
that uses your ingredients, or a call-out on social media.  and the longevity of your subscriptions. If it’s 
guaranteed revenue

- Idea Longevity: Maintaining a pop-up grocer might not be a viable option for your when your business re-opens, 
but use your learnings to think of other pop-up offers and events for your business/s future. 

Produce Boxes and Pop-Up Groceries
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Case study: Marion Wine Bar + Baker Bleu

It’s going to take time for the public to be completely 
comfortable with dining out the way they used to, but people 
are still wanting to support restaurants, farmers and 
suppliers, and find comfort in food wherever they can.

Melbourne’s Marion has hosted a line down the street every 
weekend for a couple of months thanks to an of offering of 
fresh fruit & veg from their community of small-scale farmers, 
and locally baked bread from across the river at Baker Bleu.

Marion has always declared a dedication to considerately 
grown and produced produce. Their produce boxes and 
grocery is an adaptation of how their restaurant is perceived. 

Stocking Baker Bleu not only gives north-siders immediate 
access to some of the city’s best baked goods, it also helps 
to prevent unnecessary travel for customers.r

Produce Boxes and Pop-Up Groceries cont.
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Most of us (if we weren’t already) have jumped aboard the takeaway train as the most viable way of continuing to do what we do. It’s 
kept teams together (in parts), busy (sort of)  and working (as much as possible). 
Recently in Worksmith’s “Ask Us” web series,  Rob Gringlas - General Manager of the Commune Group in Melbourne - discussed the 
new-found importance of ready-to-cook meals, and the importance of diversified sources of revenue even with relaxed COVID-19 
restrictions. Even for a multi-venue restaurant group (or perhaps, especially for a multi-venue restaurant group) staged relaxing of 
restrictions isn’t enough to keep a business rolling. .

As you welcome guests back into your venues, your doors are open but the pivot needs to continue. It’s important to consider takeaway 
and ready-to-cook as a serious option for your business in the future. 

Takeaway Partners
Even before we were forced to close our doors, the 30-35% commission that major food delivery partners felt they were entitled to was a rort. It’s 
important to know your options. We’re not afraid to call out UberEats and Deliveroo as enablers of a system that is disabling our industry. 
Likewise, we’re happy to call out companies who are operating on lower margins for themselves. They’re not exactly the margins that we love 
(<5%, anybody?), but this is a time when every dollar counts. Hungry Hungry and Ordermate, take a lower commission fee. Apps like Bopple 
take a monthly, flat-rate payment.

- All this being said, with third party delivery, you always run the risk of your food being handled by someone who may not understand the 

impact their service can have on your meal, and your business. Trust is a huge element. If you’re feeling ambivalent about using a third 
party, you can opt for pick-up only, or opt to offer a menu that you feel confident will travel well. Regardless of how you wish to proceed with 
takeaway (if you do at all), 

- When considering your takeaway menu options for the future, review your sales reports and what works/doesn’t work so well for your 

customers. Can a popular dish be offered in various sizes? Can you create pre-cooked meals that only require assembly and reheating?

Takeaway and Ready-To-Cook Meals

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=561970511157958
https://hungryhungry.com/
https://www.ordermate.com.au/
https://bopple.me/venue/
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Take it Online

As extra precautions are taken in our venues, so too are they taken by our 
customers. when people are making more conscious decisions about 
where they eat, where they spend their money, and how they do it. 
Online ordering requires zero management, provides a user-friendly 
solution to your customers, and is easy to discontinue should you be in a 
position where it’s no longer necessary.

 If you’re looking to attract new customers, or to further entice returning 
customers, visuals of the food and drinks that they can expect to receive 
are key.  Social media is an obvious, cost-free choice to engage with your 
customers, but in the wake of COVID, the options for engaging your guests 
visually have expanded to help us rather than hither.

The team at Mr Yum was on to this prior to COVID, with an app that gave 
users a visual menu of venues across the country. Now, their business 
model now will set up a visual menu for your venue linked to your 
takeaway/delivery service, with a surcharge of 4.5%. If you’re a venue 
looking at re-opening your doors, they’ll help you out with table-ordering 
too.  
 
Whoever you choose to partner with, make sure your cutsomer knows their 
options. 

Takeaway/Pick-Up/Delivery cont.

https://about.mryum.com/
https://hungryhungry.com/
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Changing The Game Case Study:

Providoor: Created by the industry (Shane Delia) for the industry, Providoor is set up to deliver chef-prepared 
meals ready to cook at home. Unlike Uber Eats and Deliveroo, Providoor will only charge 15% commission, 
and for the first time, diners will have access to restaurants up to 35 km away. 

Rather than serving hot food, which tends to degrade quickly (and is more susceptible to customer 
complaints/feedback/poor delivery times), Providoor will deliver cold meals carefully packed for assembly at 
home. It’s a win-win scenario - quality of food isn’t compromised and the impact to revenue is reduced 
significantly (not to mention the delivery radius means your client-based has the potential for great expansion). 

Venues that are nailing Takeaway:
- A takeaway menu of off-menu items at Saint Peter, Paddington
- Finish-At-Home Staff Meals from Sunda, Melbourne
- Drinks, Ice Cream and Tiramisu in a can at Continental Deli, Newton

Takeaway doesn’t necessarily have to be a means to get by, it can be a successful and profitable aspect to your 
business. If you are looking at opting for Delivery as well as pick-up, run the numbers using this Delivery 
Economics Calculator, and help to get it done.

Takeaway/Pick-Up/Delivery

https://www.providoor.com.au/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBHhGlTFIvJ/
https://www.timeout.com/melbourne/news/sunda-is-serving-up-its-best-staff-meals-for-you-to-takeaway-033120
https://bopple.app/menu/5318
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Uq8vZh_fiuLFrrGj1B1p0r8uaruULmNQ4QsPwc-jThs/edit#gid=2131106143
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Uq8vZh_fiuLFrrGj1B1p0r8uaruULmNQ4QsPwc-jThs/edit#gid=2131106143
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Whether you’re filming in your restaurant’s kitchen/behind the coffee machine and posting online, 
or conducting live in-the-flesh with guests in their homes, masterclasses are an excellent option for 
diversifying revenue for your business. 
They’re also an excellent option for keeping your customers engaged, building a rapport with with, 
growing your business, upskilling your team, and generating revenue. 

Case Study: ATLAS Masterclasses

After two weeks of closing their doors during COVID-19, Melbourne’s Atlas shifted their business 
model to weekly live cooking classes (online), hosted/taught by Head Chef Charlie Carrington.
Each week, attendees pick up an ingredient box (put together by the chefs at Atlas, with fresh and 
pre-cooked restaurant ingredients), and prior to each night’s cooking, Atlas releases videos of 
Charlie cooking for guests to follow along with. Consider things like quality of video, recipes, 

It may seem simple enough, and at prices starting from $49 pp, it’s a model that has allowed for 
Atlas to not only retain all of its full-time staff, but to hire two additional full-timers also.

.

Masterclasses

https://www.atlasmasterclass.com.au/
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Masterclasses don’t need to be restricted by food. 
If you’ve got wine to sell, try an online wine-tasting 
class with your Somm, or teach your audience 
how to make your venue’s signature cocktail. 

Archie Rose’s Virtual Spirits Experience is a pure 
example of how to do this well: Customers can 
choose from a DIY cocktail pack with written 
instructions to private zoom masterclasses for you 
and your mates ($100 for 30 minutes is pretty 
decent for all involved!). Beyond these, tailored 
masterclasses are available, priced on application. 
People miss socialising, but they’ll remain hesitant 
for venturing out for a while, the Archie Rose 
Masterclasses cover all aspects

Masterclasses Cont.

https://archierose.com.au/experiences/archie-rose-virtual-experiences
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Merch
T-shirts, jumpers, tote bags, mugs, and more; Branded 
merch has been one of the low-key winners of this 
lockdown period. And, while it’s hardly new, the reasoning 
behind it and expression of community associated with it 
might be. 

Google searches for loungewear have jumped 200% in the 
last 4 months, so there’s no need to get fancy. T-shirts, 
jumpers, hats. Choose a local manufacturer and it won’t 
take long to turn around your first run. We like ASYD 
Printing for quality, locally made tees with a quick 
turnaround.

Who’s doing Merch well? 
- Hector’s Deli: In-demand hats and branding turned into 

posters means not only pre-orders, but also a waitlist you 
can convert into an email database.

- Attica: Attica branded T-shirts and t-towels, with artwork 
by some of teh country’s best and up-and-coming artists. 

- RaRa’s: Super limited runs of their classic, humorous tees.

Gift Cards and Merch

https://asydprinting.com/
https://asydprinting.com/
https://my-site-hectorsdeli.square.site/
https://shop.attica.com.au/collections/misc
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bw-w2MvANJu/?utm_source=ig_embed
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Gift vouchers
We probably don’t need to go intot oo much detail on Gift Cards You know that they’re an excellent way to 
secure money in-advance, but it’s important to think about redemption terms and conditions (expiry dates) 
etc.

Though the use of a gift card in 2 years time isn’t the best thing for business right now, so how do you 
encourage spending and redemption in the not-too-distant future? Something as simple as a glass of 
sparkling on arrival can motivate gift card recipients to use their cards sooner rather than later. Reach out to 
the recipient, find out what they love about your venue, and cater to it. It could be a Sunday Lunch special, A 
friday night with friends, a special location for an anniversary (this may take a little more convincing to push 
forward). Encourage the use of their giftcard, and receive insight form your customers - it’s a win/win

When considering third party options, Obee is a reservations app that also functions very well for gift cards. 
It’s is extremely user friendly on both the front and back-end, has low-rates, and gives venus the ability to 
design their own cards. 

Gift Cards and Merch Cont.

https://obeeapp.com/
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As you evaluate your budget for the next few months, this is a time to reevaluate your opening 
hours and meal service offerings. It has been said that re-opening post-COVID is like opening an 
entirely new venue, so don’t feel tethered to your previously existing opening hours. 

Take a step back to evaluate which meal periods and hours of operation make the most sense for 
your business in the current climate, and if you

If you were previously only open for dinner, you may want to consider offering lunch or brunch. If 
you rely on margins around alcohol, a month of weekend boozy brunches could be long or 
short-term solution for you. If you’re a venue that welcomes children, is there an opportunity to 
open earlier for family dinners with a quicker turnaround?

Use this time to look at your menu from a different perspective, and think strategically about your 
menu offerings, which sitting times allow you to provide the most value to guests? If you’re unsure, 
ask your guests? An instagram poll takes 30 seconds to create and can give you invaluable insight 
into your customers wants/needs at this time. 

Note | Ensure new opening hours, menus, etc. are communicated on your socials and website.

.

Alternative Meal Times and Opening Hours
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While these may not be direct revenue drivers, restaurants 
and their teams are finding creative ways of keeping your 
guests engaged even when they can’t take care of them in 
person. 

Here are some fun examples:

- Lucy Liu Spotify
Even Before COVID-19, the Lucy Liu restaurant playlist was 
available to listen to on Spotify, and it’s still as effective as ever. 
Music will connect its listeners to the atmosphere of your 
restaurant, to a memory that they had there. Don’t 
underestimate how something as simple as a playlist can serve 
your guests as a reminder to revisit you.  

- Ragazzi Instagram Videos
A seven minute tutorial on how to make semolina pasta dough 
shows Ragazzi’s audience the basics of how they do things, 
gives the the tools to recreate the experience at home, and 
encourages them to re-visit the page. Sharing tips and tricks is 
also a winner because chances are, it’s going to make your 
audience and gets realise how much better this you are than 
them!

Engaging with Your Guests

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0hNEljXhTtZU2byiW8SVRJ
https://www.instagram.com/p/B_Y39nuDfd-/
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What are the other ways you can

- Keep a Blog/Diary

Create a diary to directly communicate the challenges of this time to your customers. Ensure 
they're mindful of the obstacles you're facing - make it human - it's you talking, maybe not so 
much the business talking. You can share this via a newsletter, social media, or share it with 
guests who come into your venue.

- Team Up with Others in the Industry

Join forces with another restaurant/bar/supplier/something and do a unique series of events 
tailored around private dining - we might have exhausted collaborations recently, but the best 
ones often come out of pairing complementary skills creating worthy experiences. If ever there 
was a time to get creative, now is it. Be wild, customers will take note.

Engaging with Your Guests cont.



Some further articles, tips and tricks on diversifying revenue.

● An Events Company that will continue to deliver Alcohol post-COVID, 
SmartCompany

● The shutdown initiative that’s set to stay at Gerard’s Bistro, Hospitality Magazine

● Takeaway and side hustles are here to stay, ABC

● Bottled Cocktails are helping bars stay open, Hospitality Magazine

● The wins we can takeaway from COVID-19, SMH/The Age

● Top Chefs turn to takeaway, The Guardian
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Required Reading

https://www.smartcompany.com.au/coronavirus/boozi-pivot-covid-19/
https://www.smartcompany.com.au/coronavirus/boozi-pivot-covid-19/
https://www.hospitalitymagazine.com.au/adam-wolfers-were-not-going-back-to-exactly-what-we-were-doing-before/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-05-16/coronavirus-restaurant-cafes-reopen-changes/12252530
https://www.hospitalitymagazine.com.au/bottled-cocktails-are-helping-bars-fill-revenue-gaps/
https://www.smh.com.au/lifestyle/life-and-relationships/the-big-takeaway-food-wins-from-the-pandemic-20200505-p54puj.html
https://www.theguardian.com/food/2020/may/22/top-chefs-turn-their-hand-to-takeaways-during-coronavirus-pandemic

